
NIST  Seeks  Comments  on
Version 2.0 of HIPAA Security
Rule Compliance Guidance
NewsCyber  threats  and  cybersecurity  controls  have  evolved
significantly  over  the  past  two  decades  since  the  HIPAA
Security Rule were originally promulgated.

HIPAA IT Compliance Guide
NewsWhat exactly are the many ongoing effects of the federal
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) on
health information technology (HIT)? We break it all down
here.

Renown Health Pays OCR $75K
for  HIPAA  Right  of  Access
Failure
NewsThe  Office  for  Civil  Rights  reached  a  $75,000  civil
monetary penalty and corrective action plan with Nevada-based
Renown Health, to settle a potential violation of the HIPAA
right of access standard.
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Webinar: HIPAA Compliance and
Cybersecurity in Business
Webinar, Oct. 23, 2019
Compliancy Group will present a webinar on HIPAA compliance
and  cybersecurity  on  Wednesday,  Oct.  23,  2019,  at  2  p.m.
Eastern time.

Trump’s Medical Records: Any
Privacy Law Violated?
Insight
A thornier lapse may have been committed by the doctor when he
revealed to the New York Times that Trump was taking a drug
that promotes hair growth.

HIPAA  Compliance  Checklist
Webinar
Event, Oct. 17, 2 p.m. EDT
Compliancy Group will present a webinar on HIPAA compliance.
The event will be Tuesday, Oct. 17, at 2 p.m. ED
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HIPAA  101:  The  30-Minute
Guide  to  Understanding
Compliance
Event, June 27, 2 p.m. EDT
Compliancy  Group  will  present  a  free  webinar  on  HIPAA
compliance,  titled  “The  30-Minute  Guide  to  Understanding
Compliance.”

Managing HIPAA Data Breaches
Event, June 15, 2 p.m. EDT
Compliancy Group will present a complimentary webinar designed
to give individuals and entities operating in the health care
sector  the  skills  they  need  to  be  prepared  to  identify,
respond and manage data breaches.

Actiance Announces Compliance
Platform  for  Healthcare,
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Pharmaceutical Industries
News
As new communications channels and networks become available
to  the  healthcare  and  pharmaceutical  industries,  records
management responsibilities become even more critical.

HIPAA Compliance for Business
Associates: How to Gain and
Retain Clients
Event, April 21, 2 p.m. EDT
Compliance Group will present a complimentary webinar on HIPA
compliancy for business associates Thursday, April 21,

HIPAA Compliance Tune-up for
2016
Event, March 9, 2 p.m. EST
The Compliancy Group will present a free webinar focused on
mitigation strategies Covered Entities and BA’s alike can take
to minimize the risk of data breach or actions prompting an
OCR Audit.
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Home Health Provider Hit With
$238,900 HIPAA Penalty
NEWS
This case marks only the second time that the Office for Civil
Rights (OCR) has imposed civil monetary penalties for a HIPAA
violation.

Preparing  for  the  Upcoming
2016 HIPAA Audits
Event, Jan. 28, 2 p.m. EST
Compliancy Group will present a webinar on best practices for
preparing for upcoming 2016 HIPAA audits, with lessons and
examples from past breaches and fines.

HIPAA  Compliance  Quiz  for
Lawyers
Resource
Legal  Workspace  has  produced  free  online  test  to  help
corporate executives and counsel determine whether their firms
are in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and
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Accountability Act.

How to Calculate the Cost of
a Data Breach
EVENT, Dec. 3, 11 a.m. CST
Industry experts will discuss how to assess specific security
risks and build a strong business case for enhanced security.
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